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GeyerGorey LLP opens third office and consolidates mail and shipping procedures.
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 GeyerGorey LLP Opens Boston Office; Consolidates Mail and Shipping Processing System
 WASHINGTON -- GeyerGorey LLP today announced the opening of a new office in Boston.  This is the
firm’s third office.   The Boston office now joins with the firm’s Washington, D.C. and Philadelphia offices
in providing international and inside-the-beltway experience to individuals and companies that have
become -- or wish to avoid becoming -- the subject of federal criminal law enforcement agency interest.
Partner Robert J. Zastrow will be resident in the Boston office. 
 GeyerGorey also announced the implementation of a new centralized mail and shipping procedure
whereby mail and documents are received, processed and disseminated to firm members from a single
location.  According to Zastrow, “by consolidating our mail and document processing operations, we have
developed one correspondence and document tracking, processing and routing system that operates in near
“real-time” that files information in the correct location and gives the appropriate attorneys and staff access
to the information wherever they happen to be working on that day.”   
 GeyerGorey LLP aims to meet the needs of companies for advice and training in compliance with federal
criminal laws and in the detection of wrongdoing by corporate employees.  The firm also specializes in the
defense of white-collar criminal cases.  The firm’s Web site may be found at www.GeyerGorey.com (http:// 

www.geyergorey.com/).
 The Boston office is located at 60 State Street, Suite 700, Boston, MA 02109. The office telephone number
is (617) 910-3989.
 For further information, please call Bob Zastrow at (617) 910-3989.
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